
 

 

 

 

 

  

Abstract—  Modified Packet Combining (MPC) and Packet 

Reverse Packet Combining(PRPC)  are inferred  to provide 

superior throughput and  correction  of error for big bit error 

rate (BER) and huge packet size . Inspection has been done for 

upholding  the claim  that  greater throughput and better error 

correction ability  may be achieved  for both high and low bit 

error rate (BER) in case of  medium and huge size of packet. 

Some researchers proposed applying Error Correction Code 

(ECC) in ARQ  for  large  error rate of bit. But no such 

impressive result is available to verify this concept with respect 

to throughput. This present work is an endeavor to review the 

throughput. Here  we apply both PRPC and MPC in a 

moderate manner over ordinary PRPC, and watch the results. 

Modified PRPC and MPC  together are utilized, and watch 

higher throughput and better error correction at high and low 

BER for both medium and huge size of packet. MPC with 

PRPC are utilized here with mix of BEC (Backward Error 

Correction) and FEC (Forward Error Correction) Codes 

.Space-Time Ring-Trellis Coded Modulation (ST-RTCM) code 

likewise utilized for Fading Networks in MATLAB TM 

programming 

 

                                                  INTRODUCTION 

N  case of multipath fading,  automatic repeat request 

(ARQ) is acted for synchronizing and affirmation of 

transmitted information from base  node to mobile node 

for error free reliable data transmission.BCH code is used to 

evaluate  throughput of packets. To ensure error free 

transmission of the packets in noise wireless channel ARQ 

protocols  acknowledge error free packet [1].Transmission 

consumes double energy that of  reception,  hence traditional 

ARQ is send acknowledgement  for each error free received 

packet and require considerable energy The principle for 

proposed protocols is intuitive, where receiving node sends a 

single acknowledgment for a bunch of packets. For multi-

hop communication, consumption of energy should be taken 

care of at each layer. In this work, we emphasize on network  

routing employing hops of different length. Channel model 

for Rayleigh fading [2] is employed here for analysis. 

Interference is also given importance  with  same geometric 

disk abstraction. The signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio 

(SINR) is a random variable as nature of fading channel is 

stochastic. these facts are ignored. With this  model, energy 

gain is nα−1 , where α  = path loss exponent .  number of hop 

is n over distance d. However  for wireless networks, 

 
 

channel volatility cannot be ignored [3]. The “prevalent all-

or-nothing model” [4] says that a transmission is 

unsuccessful totally or completely successful for multi-hop 

path, that ignores probability increase  of end-to-end data 

loss for number of hops (unless transmitted power is 

adjusted) [5]. Simple Rayleigh fading link model is 

employed to overcome some limitations of “disk model” 

relating to  power of transmission, large amount path loss 

and success of transmission [6]. In multi hop route, 

probability of packet delivery from one end to another can 

be calculated with multiplication of reception probabilities at 

link-level.  ARQ  retransmit for  removing  error in channel 

and Forward Error Correction  (FEC) add  redundant  to 

reduce error. A narrow band channel of Rayleigh block 

fading is assumed   that SINR γij of more than threshold Θ 

determined by the modulation and coding technique and the  

used hardware [7], then transmission from node i to j is 

successful where SINR γ , a random process of discrete 

nature is  

                                γ = 
R

N+I
                                                 (1) 

 

Received power(R)  is distributed exponentially with mean 

R, for distance  d=║ xi – x j ║2 and attenuation d α, Rmean = P0 

d−α . Here P0 is proportional to  transmitted  power. N  = 

noise  power and I = interference power. Reception 

probability pr = P [γ ≥ Θ] can be achieved by the 

multiplication of  reception probability of zero noise 

network and reception probability of  zero-interference 

network [8] for Rayleigh fading network. For light load, SIR 

≥ SNR as interferers k is relatively small, thus accurate 

results can be achieved from noise analysis alone. The 

throughput is proportional to p,  where p is small transmit 

probability in case of slotted ALOHA i.e. no losses due to 

collisions ,so 𝑝𝑟
𝐼≈ 1[9].  

For high load, all  nodes’ transmit power   scaling by a 

factor, does not affect the   SIR but the SINR gets litte 

increase. So , for energy-efficient   routing strategies we may 

use network  of no interference. Hence the reception 

probability for distance d  with  transmit     power P0,    pr: = 

P [γ N  ≥ Θ] = exp(−(ΘN/P0d−α)), for this 

P0 = (dα Θ N) /− (ln pr )                                                                        ( 2) 

 here the probability packet loss 1−pr is upper bounded by 

the normalized mean NSR ΘN/R mean = Θ/γN mean . Since −ln 
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pr ≈ 1 − pr, so, packet loss probability and transmit power 

are inversely proportional to each other. 

 

A. Previous work review 

 

  In previous works, satisfactory examination and definite 

investigations were not done in support  of higher 

throughput. Error correction schemes generally correct the  

one bit error.  More than one  bit error probability in a 

packet is not so important to that of single bit error.  

In the MPC, the transmitter sends i (i>1) requested packet at 

retransmission call  from receiver. The receiver XOR ed  

these copy pair wise to identify error.  [10]. 

Symbol  TCM for rings of integers perform  better than 

binary TCM  and this increase small decoding complexity  

[11]. we consider delay constraint of n time slots for single 

and multi hop as n timeslots are there for a single-hop 

transmission, with and without channel state information 

(CSI) of transmitter [12]. 

Let ,  with BER probability PE  and d distance the required 

transmission energy is E0. 

 E0:= − (d α Θ N) / (ln PE). ,           E1= Energy required for 

covering total distance with a single hop = nαE0. 

 n multi-hop,  reception probability in multi m hop 

pr = √PE
1/𝑛

                                                                    (3) 

For α = 2,  there is no benefit  So, α = 4 is used [13]. 

For a block fading,   required single-use reception 

probability     PE1 = 1− (1 − PE) 1/n                                                 

(4) 

hence energy gain over single-transmission 

      G = log (PE1) / (n log PE)                        (5)  

 

 In ARQ , ACK or NACK packet is sent just after  data pack 

reception , retransmission not required any more and the  

gain gets doubled almost[14].   

 

Sometime, single-hop perform better than that of multi-hop 

(for α = 4) for same delay . When the path loss exponent 

increase  by one, we can say  for channel state information 

(CSI) 

G CSI (α) = G NCSI (α − 1)                                               (6) 

 

B. ANALYSIS  OF THROUGHPUT 

C.  PREVIOUS CASE 

 

 

MPC with PRPC 

 

 

It is observed , two duplicate , one of PRPC and  another 

original form of original packet, will be transmitted at  

negative acknowledgement   Up to double bit errors can 

 be corrected at receiver in MPC with PRPC  . Packet 

probability  of not having  one  and two error bit :    

 

P - P1 - P2                                                                       (7) 

 

Where, P1 =  Packet  probability of one error bit. 

             P2 = Packet  probability of two error bit. 

 

 

Packet  probability of two error bit is P2, then P2 =   kC2 PE
 2 

(1- PE) k-2 

                   

 

MPC with PRPC over PRPC- 

 

 

 One error bit packet  is corrected in PRPC and  up to two  

error bit packet are corrected in MPC with PRPC Hence 

probability gain in correcting  bit error in a packet by MPC 

combined  PRPC in reference of PRPC: 

 

Gain % = P2/P1 * 100                                                (8) 

 

 

D. Proposed Case 

 

 

For establishing in Conventional PRPC, Error Detection 

Code (EDC) is better than Error Correction Codes (ECC) for 

high bit in error .But there no impressive  result is available 

to in support of this idea in reference of performance. Here 

this basic idea is explored. 

 

 

 

 

Modified MPC with PRPC over Conventional 

PRPC with ECC 

 

We consider  here modified MPC with PRPC that correct 

one  and two  bit error .Transmitter  transmit two packet one 

in PRPC and another  in original form at negative 

acknowledgment. Here P1 is probability of one bit error and 

P2 is probability of two bit error then the probability  of 

receiving  without one bit and two bit error is [8]: 

P1*P1 + P1*(1-P1) + P2*(1-P1) + P2*P1 + P2*P2 + P2*(1-P2) 

=P1 + 2*P2                                                                  (9) 

 

The probability not having one or two bit error is  

         P2= P -P1-P2  



 

 

 

 

 

                P1= kC1 PE
 1 (1 - PE) k-1 

               P2= kC2 PE
 2 (1 - PE) k-2  

 PE = Bit Error Rate (BER) 

 

With   Go-Back-N ARQ , Modified MPC with PRPC the 

average number of times, nmmpc  for sending  and resending 

for successful transfer is: 

n (MMPC+PRPC) = [(P1 + 2.P2) + N*(P2/(1-P2))] 

                                                                          (10) 

Here, N= number of packets 

 

First  one is for Modified MPC with PRPC that  correct up to 

two  error  bit and second one is Normal Go-Back-N ARQ 

that corrects more than two error bit. PRPC corrects one 

error bit in packet. Modified MPC with PRPC corrects two 

and also one error bit . Now  the probability gain of Modified 

MPC with PRPC in correcting packet  

Gain mpcprpc % = (P1 + 2*P2)/P1 *100                               (11) 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughput efficiency of Conventional PRPC 

Scheme in Normal Go-Back-N ARQ 

 

 

 

The Throughput of PRPC with single bit error in Normal go 

Back N  ARQ  (2.P1 + N*(P1/ (1-P1)                             (12) 

Here , P1 = P-P 

 

The first part is for PRPC in correcting single bit error; 

second part is for Normal Go-Back-N ARQ above single bit 

error. 

 Hence Coding Efficiency is:     k / (k +c);  

Where k is Packet size in Bits  and  c is the Check Bits 

CRC-16 is used here as an Error Detection Code (EDC). 

Now   Throughput efficiency[12] = 

(Throughput) * (Coding Efficiency) i.e: 

Throughputeff GBN = (2.P1+ N*(P1/(1-P1)))*(k/(k+16)) 

(13) 

Transmit power 

  P01= - (dα Θ N) / (log (Throughputeff GBN))              (14) 

Where, d = Distance,  Θ = Threshold, 

N = Noise power, α = Path loss 

The reception probability   

PE1 = (1-(1- Throughputeff GBN 
(1/n)))                                 (15) 

So, the  

Gain (G1) = (log (PE1) / (n log (Throughputeff GBN)) 

Where, n = number of nodes                                             (16) 

 

 

 

Throughput efficiency of Modified MPC+PRPC 

Scheme in Normal Go-Back-N ARQ 

 

 

 

If P =  packet error probability, P1 = Single bit error 

probability and P2 = Double bit error  probability then the 

probability without single and double-bit error will be 

P2=P- (P1+P2), 

Where,     P = 1- (1- PE) k, k= Packet size (bits) 

P1 = kC1 PE (1- PE) k-1,   P2= kC2 PE
 2 (1- PE) k-2 

So, for this scheme in Go-Back-N ARQ system, the 

throughput‘ll be, from eq: (10) 

n (MMPC+PRPC) = [(P1 + 2.P2) + N*(P2/(1-P2))]                (17) 

From eq(10) we can get 3 cases as in below: 

(i)  When P2= 0, P1 =1, P2=1, then n=3 

(ii)  When P2= 1, P1 =0, P2=0, then n= ∞ 

(iii) When P2= 0, P1 =1, P2=0, then n=1 

 Now Coding efficiency = k / (k + c), where, c is the check-

bits. In eq (13), we have used CRC-16. 

Using ST-RTCM (213 132/3) Code [15] we are getting the 

Coding efficiency = k / (k / 132* (213-132) +k+1) 

= (132*k / (213*k +132)) 

So the Throughput efficiency of Modified MPC+ PRPC 

scheme will be: 

Throughput eff (MMPC+PRPC) = [(P1 + 2.P2) + N*(P2/(1-P2))] 

*(132*k / (213*k +132))                                                  (18) 

Now  transmitted power 

P0= - (dα Θ N) / (log (Throughput eff (MMPC+PRPC)))         (19) 

here, d = Distance, Θ = Threshold 

N = Noise power, α = Path loss  

Probabilty of reception  

PE2 = (1-(1- Throughput eff (MMPC+PRPC)) (1/n)))                 (20) 

So, the 

Gain (G2) = (log (PE2) / (n log (Throughput eff (MMPC+PRPC))) 

(21) 

here, n = number of nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION 

 

Simulation Parameters 

 
     Simulation 

    Parameters 

               Values 



 

 

 

 

 

 Time of simulation  10  ms 

Length of uplink frame 0.5 ms 

Length of downlink 

frame 

0.5  ms 

Duplex mode TDD 

Application profile CBR (100  bytes, 

0.2  ms) 

Agent profile UDP 

ARQ  WINDOW SIZE 500 

PHY rate 1  Mbps 

 Nodes count(n) 24 

Power  of noise 2x10-7  Watts 

Loss on path 4 

Threshold (Θ) 3 

 

IV. SIMULATED RESULTS AND JUSTIFICATION 
 

 
Fig 1.Throughput  vs Packet size( k) When  ST-RTCM (213 132/3) code 

used  and k = 5120 Bits with BER=0.00001   

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 2.Throughput vs Packet size( k ) when ST-RTCM (213 132/3 ) code 

used and k = 512000 Bits  with BER = 0.00001 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3. Transmit  Power  vs Packet size( k) When ST-RTCM ( 213 132/3 ) 

code used  and k  = 51200 Bits with BER=0.00001 

 
 
Fig 4. Transmit Power vs Packet size(k) When = ST-RTCM ( 213 132/3 ) 

code used  and k  = 51200 Bits with BER= 0.0001  

 

 
 
Fig 5.Transmit Power  vs  Packet size(k) When ST- RTCM(213 132/3)code 



 

 

 

 

 

used and k = 512000 Bits with BER=0.0001 

 
 
Fig 6.Transmit Power vs Packet size(k) When ST- RTCM(213 132/3)code 

used and k = 512000 Bits with BER=0.00001 

 
 
Fig 7. Transmit Power  vs  nodes (n) When ST- RTCM(213 132/3)code 

used with Packet size k= 51200 Bits and BER=0.0001 

 

 

 

 Fig: 8 Transmit vs  nodes (n) When ST- RTCM(213 132/3)code used with 
Packet size k= 51200 Bits and BER=0.00001 

 

 

 
 
Fig 9 .Transmit Power vs  nodes (n)When ST-RTCM (213 132/3) code used 
with Packet size k= 512000 Bits and BER=0.00001  

 

V.  JUSTIFICATION OF THE SIMULATED GRAPHS 

 

 

 Fig: 1 shows combination of  Normal Go-Back-N ARQ and 

CRC-16 gives better  throughput than that of Modified 

MPC+PRPC for medium Packet size of 5120 Bits  using ST-

RTCM (213 132/3) Code for  BER value of 0.00001. 

 

Fig: 2 shows that combination of Normal Go-Back-N ARQ 

and CRC-16  gives better throughput  for large packet size of 

512000 Bits than  that of combined Modified MPC+PRPC 

and ST-RTCM (213 132/3) Code for  BER value of 0.00001. 

 

Fig: 3, shoes that combined Modified MPC+PRPC  and ST-

RTCM (213 132/3) Code  performs better than that of 

Modified MPC+PRPC without ECC but not so good as of 

PRPC of combination of  Normal Go-Back-N ARQ and 

CRC-16 when BER of 0.00001 and packet size of  51200  

Bits.  

Fig: 4 shows that other method require much more 

transmitted  power than that of combined Modified 

MPC+PRPC  and ST-RTCM (213 132/3)  with packet size 

of  51200 Bits and with BER of 0.0001 require. 

 

Fig: 5 & Fig. 6 shows  that combined Modified MPC+PRPC 

with ST-RTCM (213 132/3) Code using packet size 512000 

Bits in reference of nodes with BER  of 0.0001 or 0.00001 

require less power to transmit comparing  to other process. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 7 & Fig. 8  also shows  that combined Modified 

MPC+PRPC with ST-RTCM (213 132/3) Code using packet 

size 51200 Bits in reference of nodes with BER  of 0.0001 or 

0.00001 require less power to transmit comparing  to other 

method. 

 

Fig: 9 shows  that combined Modified MPC+PRPC with ST-

RTCM (213 132/3) Code using packet size 512000 Bits in 

reference of nodes with BER  of 0.0001 or 0.00001 require 

less power to transmit comparing  to other method. 

 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Investigation has been done for different parameters as 

packet size,  probability of Bit Error Rate  and number of 

nodes  in ARQ protocol  for communication using Modified 

MPC + PRPC in normal Go-Back-N ARQ with CRC-16 and   

again investigation is made only adding  ST-RTCM(213 

132/3) code. 

 

Performance of MPC+PRPC  is impressible and when ST-

RTCM(213 132/3) code is used , throughput also get 

increased and it provides better reliability than the previous 

process. It  may be more reliable if  some extra features 

using fuzzy .  Overall  work on two bit error has given 

encouraging result. 
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